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past "absolutive" (gerund, converb)
v:Any










































present tense w/ detransitivized (-al)?
v:Any
get wet (postradical CM)
v
.





























































































































































































































































before, earlier, in former times
adv





















imperfect present (after present formant)
v:Any























































either... or, even if, even though
interj




















past "absolutive" (gerund, converb)
v:Any












however, although, all the same, anyway
adv















































either... or, even if, even though
interj




















past "absolutive" (gerund, converb)
v:Any

















































































































































3PL.DAT / those ones
pers








































3PL.DAT / those ones
pers































































imperfect present (after present formant)
v:Any





3PL.DAT / those ones
pers

























































































imperfect present (after present formant)
v:Any





3PL.DAT / those ones
pers



























































3PL.ERG / those ones
pers






































































ERG.S for humans and nouns ending in /o/ or /u/
n:Any






















































3S.NOM / that one
pers




































































3S.NOM / that one
pers







































3S.NOM / that one
pers





deserved, fair, honest, good
adj











































3S.NOM / that one
pers














































however, although, all the same, anyway
adv










































deserved, fair, honest, good
adj


















































































































































































































































































3PL.DAT / those ones
pers
3PL.DAT / those ones
pers
.



























plural (IMP verb or if 1PL.INCL follows verb)
v:Any


































































melody, voice, sound, tune
n  (J/3)







































plural (IMP verb or if 1PL.INCL follows verb)
v:Any






























































































































begin to do regularly, repeatedly
aux
begin to do regularly, repeatedly
aux
.



































































begin to do regularly, repeatedly
aux
begin to do regularly, repeatedly
aux
.











yes/no question particle (if, whether)
q





















































































































































begin to do regularly, repeatedly
aux





















yes/no question particle (if, whether)
q





























































































































































































































affirmative particle (really, indeed)






















































































affirmative particle (really, indeed)

























































































3S.NOM / that one
pers
























affirmative particle (really, indeed)
Attaches to any category


























































3S.NOM / that one
pers




















affirmative particle (really, indeed)

















































































































































affirmative particle (really, indeed)











































































































































































leave, keep; concede (+preradical CM)
v
.





































3S.NOM / that one
pers












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers



























3S.NOM / that one
pers
















































Free  Dzadzo watched the boys who were younger than her son. (00:26:36 - 00:26:49)
